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BSFO/Latham-Koenig review —
fierce intensity at tour’s grand finale
Cadogan Hall, SW1
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The Russian-British youth orchestra was whipped into shape very quickly by Jan-
Latham Koenig
LUKE TODDFREY

★★★★☆
What musical event would lasso into the same building the
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secretary of state, the great, the good, the would-be good, high
heels, fancy jewellery and, as patron, Prince Michael of Kent?
Clearly something culturally worthy, such as the Britten-
Shostakovich Festival Orchestra.

A working entity only for the past month, this Russian-British
youth orchestra was inspired by the friendship of its titular
composers, who bonded during the Cold War and proved that
music was a language without barriers. Whipped into shape very
quickly by its artistic director, Jan-Latham Koenig, its 89 players
(average age 22) have just concluded their inaugural tour,
beginning in Russia, followed by seven dates in Britain.
Wednesday at Cadogan Hall was the grand finale.

For this year’s intake at least, Russian players were in the
majority. Hence, possibly, the playing’s dark lustre and fierce
intensity, heard at its most rambunctious in the stormy finale to
Britten’s Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes, taken here at a
lick that would have capsized even the QE2. Subtler, more
English sounds arrived with a hearty but luminous rendering by
the strings of Vaughan Williams’s Tallis Fantasia.

It was Russian music, though, that summoned the most rousing
performances, beginning with the Russian national anthem,
bumptiously appealing when heard straight after our starchier



own. Rachmaninov was the next Russian to arrive with
his Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, limpidly decorated with
flexible panache and little fuss by the piano soloist Pavel
Kolesnikov.

Then came the bombshell: Latham-Koenig’s arrangement of
extracts from Shostakovich’s coruscating Hamlet film score,
laced with Shakespeare vignettes spoken with theatrical abandon
and patrician vowels by Edward Fox and the more muted
Freddie Fox.

We had heard from this father and son before, needlessly
prefacing each of Britten’s seascapes with readings from the
opera’s source, George Crabbe’s poem The Borough. But that
seemed just a dry run next to their fruity chirpings from
Shakespeare’s play, lavishly sprinkled between noisesome
fanfares, a deranged scherzo, and all the fun of Shostakovich on
top form. I would not always want to hear the Hamlet music like



this, but the package still brought something special, and
something uniquely English, to this bridge-building cultural
jamboree.


